DIGITAL LIBRARY

Torrossa® - Casalini Full Text Platform

An evolution of our existing digital library project, the Torrossa platform was launched in 2011 to extend our mission for the current market. Torrossa provides visibility to Southern European publishers and supports them in meeting the demands of digital publishing. Torrossa aims to offer institutions a resource that gives access to scholarly e-books and e-journals, at the same time simplifying acquisitions, licensing and integration with the library catalogue.

Content

Torrossa hosts an array of scholarly content in the Humanities and Social Sciences from a wide range of renowned publishers from Italy, Spain and more, making it an essential resource for libraries with an interest in current scholarly publishing from Southern Europe.

Access

The platform provides access to an unlimited number of users working on your institution's network or proxy, and can be consulted on PC, tablet or smartphone.

Discovery

Casalini Libri simplifies digital acquisitions, licensing and integration with the library OPAC through the inclusion of electronic titles in our online databases and ordering workflows, the provision of MARC records for e-books and ongoing collaboration with major Discovery services.

Discover all TORROSSA Collections - www.casalini.it/torrossa

TORROSSA Website - www.torrossa.com